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IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA 

SYDNEY REGISTRY No S 99 of 2015 

ON APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES, COURT 

OF APPEAL 

HIGH COURT OF AUSlRALIA 
FH- ED 

1 0 JUL 2015 

THE REGISTRY SYDNEY 

MOUNT BRUCE MINING PTY LIMITED 

Appellant 

And 

WRIGHT PROSPECTING PTY LIMITED 

First Respondent 

HANCOCK PROSPECTING PTY LIMITED Second Respondent 

SECOND RESPONDENT'S SUBMISSIONS 

Part I: Certification 

1. The second respondent (HPPL) certifies that these submissions are suitable for publication 

on the internet. 

Part II: Issues 

2. This appeal concerns the proper construction of an agreement entered into on 5 May 1970 

(1970 Agreement), the parties to which are Mount Bruce Mining Pty Lilnited (MBM) and 

Hamersley Iron Pty Limited (HI) on the one part and the partners in the partnership known 

as "Hamvck & Wright' or "Hamvright Iron Mine!' (Hanwright), HPPL and Wright 

Prospecting Pty Limited (WPPL), on the other. The issue of construction raised in this 

30 appeal is the proper construction of the term "MBM ared' as defined in the 1970 Agreement, 
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particularly whether it is defmed as an area of land fixed by the then existing boundaries of 

identified temporary reserves. 

Part III: s.78B Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) 

3. No notice is requited under s.78B ofthejttdiciaryAct 1903 (Cd1). 

Part IV: Facts 

Introduction 

4. Subject to the following, HPPL agrees with MBM's summary of the facts. 

5. Paragraph 11 of MBM's submissions (MS) contains a statement of the effect of the 1962 

Agreement (as defined in MS[11]) which is in part incorrect. The parties to the 1962 

1 0 Agreement described d1e transaction recorded in the 1962 Agreement as the sale and 

purchase of "all the light title and intemt [of Hanwright] ... til the said Temporary ResmJes and the 

lalld comprised thmtil': 1962 Agreement, recital (g), cl 1. For d1e reasons identified in HPPL's 

submissions in S102 of 2015 (at [9]), to describe the contract as a sale and purchase reflects 

d1e commercial object of the 1962 Agreement. To d1at extent MS[11] is correct. But MS[11] 

od1erwise inaccurately describes the juridical effect of the contract as rights of occupancy to 

temporary rese1ves were not, in point oflaw, transferrable. 

6. There are further facts which are relevant to this appeal. Most of those facts are recited in 

paragraphs 7 to 31 in HPPL's submissions in S102 of 2015. The circumstances of entry into 

the 1970 Agreement and d1e background facts d1en known to the parties are identified in 

20 those paragraphs. Other facts relevant to d1e appeal are as follows. 

Mutually !mown background prior to 5 May 1970 

7. Clause 2.2 of the 1970 Agreement contains a reference to MBM acquiring rights, which is 

referred to in MS[18]. The concept of acquisition of rights as used in cl 2.2 of d1e 1970 

Agreement is given content by d1e factual and statutory background to the 1970 Agreement. 

First, d1e rights held by Hanwright under d1e Minillg Act 1904 (W A) (Mining Act 1904) were 

rights of occupancy over or in relation to d1e areas subject of d1e identified temporary 

resetves, not d1e identified temporary resetves: s.276 of the Mining Act 1904; contrast MS[28]. 

The effect of s.276 of d1e Mining Ad 1904 was d1at d1e temporary reserves were areas of land 

rese1ved from occupation. A temporary resetve conferred no rights. Second, as had occurred 

30 prior to 5 May 1970 (a d1en recent example was d1e Paraburdoo temporary rese1ve), in giving 

effect to prior contracts between Hanwt1ght and companies owned by Hamersley Holdings 

Limited (Hamersley Group) d1e acquirer did not acquire d1e rights of occupancy held by 
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Hanw1.~ght in the sense of taking an assignment of those tights. The rights of occupancy over 

those temporary reserves were cancelled, in effect at Hanwright's request, and new rights of 

occupancy were issued1 Third, Hanwright's rights under the 1967 Hanwright State 

Agreement' (as varied in 1968) were not capable of being assigned consistently with the 1970 

Agreement (because those tights were not divisible) 'vithout further amendment and tl1e 

consent of the State. MBM did not give notice under tl1e 1968 Hanwright State Agreement, 

as it was entitled to do, and replace Hanwright as a party to the 1967 Hanwright State 

Agreement. Instead tl1e 1970 Agreement expressly contemplated rights and obligations 

created by the 1967 Hanwright State Agreement (as amended) be varied and new or different 

1 0 rights created: cl 2.3, cl 4; contrast MS[32]-[34]. Those varied rights were not derivative from 

the 1967 Han wright State Agreement, but were the subject of later negotiation with tl1e State. 

8. There is a furtl1er consequence of the character of tl1e rights held by Hanwright. There was no 

or no necessary continuity of tl1e grant of mineral exploration or mining rights. The Millillg 

Act 1904 created a system of separate grants of different types of mineral tenements. In point 

of fact the absence of any necessary continuity of title was apparent from the parties' dealings 

shortly prior to 5 May 1970: items 3 to 7 of WPPL's chronology. For example, whether or 

not a later retrospective grant was effective, in point of fact on 5 May 1970 neither HI nor 

Hanwright held a right of occupancy or otl1er tenement over tl1e Paraburdoo area. 

9. In its submissions MBM advances a contention tl1at the parties objectively knew that the 

20 maximum area of any tninerai lease which would be granted by the State to MBM and 

Hanwright following enuy into tl1e 1970 Agreement and renegotiation of tl1e 1967 Hanwtight 

State Agreement was 300 square miles. That is compared to the approximately 400 square 

mile area of the rights of occupancy acqu.i:ted by MBM under the 1970 Agreement: MS[49]

[51]. T11ere is no fmcling of fact to tl1at effect, and MBM's proposition is inconsistent with (a) 

tl1e evidence at trial and (b) cl 2.3 of the 1970 Agreement. The area of a mineral lease which 

was to be granted to MBM was neither unchangeable nor thought to be unchangeable. The 

terms of the 1970 Agreement demonstrate tl1at the parties objectively contemplated that tl1e 

1967 Hanwright State Agreement (as varied) would be renegotiated with tl1e State after 5 May 

1970: cl 4 and cl 10, CA[13]. The area of tl1e minerai leases to be granted to MBM and 

30 Hanwright was, and was seen to be, capable of renegotiation: cl 2.3 of the 1970 Agreement. 

t That is consistent with the proper constmction of s.276 of the lvf.i11ingAct 1904 which did not permit assignment of 
rights of occupancy: Delhi Intematioual Oil Co1p o 0/ioe [1973] W .AR 52 at 54 
2 1vffifvi's abbreviations, 1967 Hanwright State Agreement and 1968 Hanwright State Agreement, are adopted. 
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The potential for amendment to state agreements was also known to the parties. The 1967 

Hanwtight Agreement had been amended by the 1968 Hanwright State Agreement following 

MBM, HI and Hanwright entering into the 1968 Agreement: TJ[18]. The effect of the 1968 

Hanwright State Agreement was to confer on MBM an option to replace Hanwright as a 

party to the 1968 Hanwright State Agreement, in effect conferring on a company in the 

Hamersley Group the option to take up a further mineral lease of up to 300 square miles in 

addition to HI's mineral lease. At the same time the agreement between HI and the State 

ratified by the Iron 01~ (Hamerslry Range) Ap~emmt Act 1963 ~A) was amended to increase 

the area of d1e mineral lease to which HI was entided by 50 square miles: Imn Ore (I-Iamerslry 

1 0 Range) State Ag1~eme11t Act 1968 ~A) Sch 1 cl6(2)(a). 

Events after 5 May 1970 

10.The question of consuuction raised by dlis appeal arises in the circumstances identified in Part 

II Section A of d1e Agreed Facts and Diagrams document, and the agreed chronology. 

11.The mine referred to as Eastern Ranges is within the area which was, on 5 May 1970, subject 

of temporaty reserve 4967H. The nline referred to as Channar is widlin d1e area which was, 

on 5 May 1970, subject of temporary reserves 4965H to 4967H. 

12.0n 10 March 1972 MBM and State entered into an agreement, wllich was ratified on 16 June 

1972 by the Iron Ore {Mo1111t Bmce) Agreemmt Act 1972 ~A) (MBM State Agreement). By cl 

4(1) of d1e MBM State Agreement the State agreed to grant to MBM tights of occupancy 

20 over, inter alia, temporru:y reserves 4965H to 4967H. Those tights of occupancy expired on 

d1e grant of a mineral lease under cl 4(2) of d1e MBM State Agreement. By clause 4(2) of the 

MBM State Agreement d1e State agreed to grant a 11linerallease, covering up to 300 square 

miles, over areas subject of the agreement'. 

13.Pursuant to cl4.2 of the MBM State Agreement, on 31 May 1974 MBM applied for d1e grant 

of a nlinerallease over an area of 210.91 square miles, including over the areas referred to by 

d1e Court of Appeal as Channar B. MBM did not apply for the grant of a 11linerallease over 

Eastern Ranges or d1e balance of Channar, referred to by d1e Court of Appeal as Channar A: 

TJ[29], [39]. 

3 At the same time Hamvright and the State entered into the Iron Ore (ff'7ittenoom) Agree!JieJJt Act 1972 (W A) pursuant 
to which Hanwright was granted the right to a mineral lease over an area of up to 100 square miles . .As contemplated 
by cl2.3 of the 1970 Agreement, Han wright and £viB1VJ did successfully negotiate a right to mineral leases ·with, in 
combination, a total area of in excess of 300 square miles: Hanwright obtained a right to a 100 square mile lease. 
1vfB:tvl obtained a right to a 300 square mile lease. 
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14.0n MBM's application for a mineral lease and pw:suant to cl 4(2) of the MBM State 

Agreement, on 17 October 1974 the State granted mineral lease lv1L 252 to MBM, over areas 

including Channar B. The consequence of MBM's choice as to the areas over which it applied 

for a mineral lease is that the rights of occupancy over the balance of temporary reset-ves 

4965H to 4967H, including Eastern Ranges and Channar A, expired: TJ[29]-[30], [39]-[41]. 

15.In response to an application by MBM, on 26 August 1977 the State granted MBM a new 

right of occupancy over a new temporary reset-ve which included the area now known as 

Eastern Ranges: temporary reset-ve 6603H, TJ[31]. The subsequent surrender of that right of 

occupancy and grant of a mineral lease over the area known as Eastern Ranges are shown in 

1 0 Part II Section A of the Agreed Facts and Diagrams document, but are of no significance to 

d1e consttuction issue raised by MBM's appeal. That is because MBM relies on il1e expil)> of 

d1e rights of occupancy on 17 October 1974, without an immecliate fresh grant over the same 

area, as sufficient to defeat Hanwright's right to a royalty on ore won from Eastern Ranges. 

16.Similarly, following applications by Hamersley Exploration Pty Limited (HamEx), which is 

also part of d1e Hamersley Group, on 21 April 1978 and 2 May 1979 HamEx was granted 

rights of occupancy over areas which included Channar A: TJ[44]-[45]. As wid1 Eastern 

Ranges, the subsequent series of sw:renders and grants is of no significance to MBM's appeal. 

It is the expity of d1e rights of occupancy on 17 October 1974, wid1out inlmecliate grant of 

anod1er tenement, on which MBM relies. 

20 Part V: Constitutional and Statutory Provisions 

17.In adclition to d1e statutes identified by MBM, Hanwright also relies on il1e parts of d1e first 

schedule to the Iro11 Ore (Hamers!ey Ra11ge) State Agmmmt Act 1968 (\1/A) and il1e Inm Ot? 

01otmt Bmce Agmmettt) Act 1972 (\1/ A) referred to in il1e schedule to il1ese submissions. 

Part VI: Second Respondent's Argument 

Intmduction 

18. The obligation and correlative right created by cl 3.1 of the 1970 Agreement is subject to two 

conclitions. MBM's appeal is concerned with d1e second conclition in clause 3.1. The royalty is 

payable on "01" 1JJO/l ... fivm the MBM mtd'. The Court of Appeal was correct to hold that 

"MBM m"d' means il1e area delineated by the temporaty reset-ves referred to in cl 2.2 on 5 
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May 1970 or, in effect, on completion4
: CA[45] (Jvlacfarlan JA), [87] (Meagher JA), Barrett JA 

agreeing in both judgments. 

19.111e proper constmction of the term "MBM ared' in the 1970 Agreement is determined by 

reference to the language used by the parties, the surrounding circumstances known to the 

parties at the time the contract was entered into and the co1mnercial purpose or objects to be 

secured by the contract: E!ectticity Getzeratioll Cotporatiotz v !:Poodside Emrgy Limited [2014] HCA 

7 (2014) 251 CLR 640 at [35]. The surrounding circumstances include d1e statutoty 

background: Maggbmy Pty Limited tJ Haft!e Attstra!ia Pty Limited [2001] HCA 70 (2001) 210 CLR 

181 at [11]; Amcor Limited v Constmctio11, Fomtry, Mi11i11g and Emrgy Union [2005] HCA 10 

10 (2005) 222 CLR 241 at [50]. 

Construction 

20.Language: d1e starting point is d1e language used by d1e parties. For d1e following reasons the 

language of the 1970 Agreement provides a strong basis for the Court of Appeal's 

construction, and is inconsistent wid1 the construction advanced by MBM. 

21.FitTt, cl2.2 contains d1e defmition of "MBM ared'. The defined term, in parend1eses, attaches 

to the preceding phrase "temporary resm;es 4937I-J to 4946I-J i11c!usitJe and 4963H to 4967H 

itzc!ttsit;e". T11e enumerated temporaty resetves were areas of land resetved under s.276 of the 

Mining Act 1904: also CA[88]. Those words as used in cl 2.2 are descriptive of defrned and 

certain areas of land: d1e land that was subject to the enumerated temporary rese1ves on 5 

20 May 1970, subject only to d1e possible alteration of d1e area prior to the division required by 

cl 2.2 being completed. 

22.The language used in cl 2.2 demonstrates d1at d1e object of cl 2.2 was d1e division of 

Hanwright's rights to the "Mo1111t Bmce Temporary Resen;ef'. In cl2.2 the "Mo1111t Bmce Temporary 

Reserves" are separated into two groups, which are d1e subject of d1e two parts of cl 2.2. The 

subject of that part of cl 2.2 after the word "and' in the fourth last line of d1e clause is 

identified by the reference to d1e temporaty resetves enumerated in d1e second and third last 

lines. The stmcture of d1at part of cl 2.2 is to identify the enumerated temporaq reserves, to 

defrne "MBM m?d' by reference to those enumerated temporaty resetves, and to d1en give 

effect to the object of the clause by providing that MBM acquired the rights over or attached 

-1 Clause 1.4 of the 1970 .Agreement, at least in part, is directed to the possibility that the boundaries of the temporary 
reserves be adjusted between 5 fviay 1970 and completion, but that did not occur and does not affect the 
construction issue. Ivfeagher JA explained the possibility in CA[98]. 
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to the areas within the boundaries of d1e enumerated temporary reserves: CA(41], (95], [1 00]; 

TJ[100]-[101]. 

23.The construction advanced by MBM departs from the language used. In effect, the 

consuuction advanced in MS[23] involves a disconnect between the division of rights (by 

reference to d1e enumerated temporary reserves) and d1e imposition or assumption of 

obligations. That disconnect accords neid1er with d1e language used nor the commercial sense 

of the 1970 Agreement. By the 1970 Agreement the parties identified the rights to be divided 

by reference to the areas of land to which those rights then attached, and defined d1eir 

respective obligations by reference to areas of land identified in and fixed by the 1970 

10 Agreement: CA[46], [91]. There is objectively apparent commercial sense in that construction, 

and is consistent \vith achieving certainty (in contrast to the uncertain concept of derived 

rights in the context of d1e Mini11gAct 1904). 

24.The balance of d1e language of cl 2.2 is consistent \vith the Court of Appeal's construction. 

The final words of cl 2.2 are "M.BM acq11ires the entire rights thereto [ie to d1e "M.BM ared']". In 

d1e context of tenements or choses created by d1e Mi11i11g Act 1904, to state that rights to or 

over an area of land be acquired makes bod1 conceptual and grammatical sense. Contrary to 

d1e construction advanced by MBM (MS[43]-(45]), it makes litde sense to refer to MBM 

acquiring rights to rights: CA [46]. Further, in cl 2.2 the parties chose to use a defined term 

"MBM and'. The use d1at can be made of the term defined is addressed later in these 

20 submissions. Subject to d1at issue, in cl 2.2 the use of the word "m~d' in the term defined is 

consistent with d1e subject of d1e definition being an area of land as defined by d1e 

boundaries of d1e enumerated temporary reserves. 

25.Seco1ld, in cl2.2 d1e parties used d1e term "Mo1111t Bmce Temporary Reserucf', a term defined in cl 

1.1. The Court of Appeal correcdy held that cl 1.1 provides further support for d1e 

construction which it held to be correct. Clause 1.1 demonstrates d1at the parties defined 

their rights and obligations by reference to areas of land identifiable on 5 May 1970. The 

"Temporary Reset7!ei' referred to in cl 1.1 are described as being in relation to areas, and are 

furd1er identified on a map. The enumerated "b!ockf', a term consistent only wid1 an 

identified physical area, are d1en defined as d1e "Mottnt Bmce Temporary Reserve!': CA[42], [96]. 

30 MBM's consUuction (MS[40]-[41]) is inconsistent 'vith d1e repetition of d1e word "block/' in 

cl 1.1 and wid1 the defmition of "Momtt Bmce Temporary Rese11Jei' attaching to the words "these 

b!ockf', which are described as an area shown on a map. 
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26.Third, cl 1.4 expands the meaning of "blocks or reserve!' by using the word "i11clttdei'. MBM's 

submissions have d1e effect that cl1.4 becomes an exhaustive defmition of "blocks or resm;ef' 

(MS[59]), which it is not. The expansion of "blocks or resen;es" to include extensions of 

orebodies "located therein" and to adjustments to d1e present boundaries is consistent with the 

primary meaning of "blocks or mmes", namely areas ofland: CA[43]-[44], [97]-[99]. 

27.MBM's constmction is not supported by the expansionaty reference to rights in cl 1.4. The 

rights referred to in cl 1.4 are only "tights of Ha11wrighf'. The expanded definition, at least 

insofar as referring to future rights, is directed to the period between 5 May 1970 and 

completion. Once cl 2.2 was given effect to Han wright had no rights to d1e "MBM ared', 

1 0 whed1er derived from d1e Mi11i11g Act 1904 or the 1968 Han wright State Agreement. 

28.Fomth, d1e constmction advanced by MBM (MS[23], [71]-[72]) involves reading words into the 

1970 Agreement. Neid1er d1e words used in MS[23] nor d1e concept of rights "derivi11g' from 

other rights appear in the 1970 Agreement. That is no small matter. The concept of rights 

deriving from other rights is bod1 complex and uncertain. It is unlikely that the parties 

intended their commercial relationship to be regulated on the basis of unexpressed 

complexity. 

29.Fifth, the use of d1e defined term "MBM ared' in d1e 1970 Agreement provides furd1er support 

for the Court of Appeal's construction. Clauses 3.1 and 3.2 use the phrase "Ore won ... ftom the 

MBM aJ?d'. Ore is won from an area of land. It is to stretch d1e language used beyond its 

20 apparent meaning to constme d1ose clauses as referring to ore being won ''ji·otJI' a bundle of 

rights. On MBM's construction d1e clauses ought to read "Ore JVOII ••• thro11gh the exercise of[the 

relevant derivative rights]". A reasonable business person in d1e position of d1e parties would 

not read those words into d1e od1erwise clear Lmguage "Ore wo11 ... jivtJJ the MBM m~d'. The 

language of "oJ? from" is repeated in d1e chapeau to cl 6 and cl 6.12 in relation to d1e 

"Hamvright m•d' (which is similarly defined). Clause 6.12 also refers to "ore prod11ced by 

Hamers!ry fivm its m•as', language consistent wid1 d1e Court of Appeal's construction. Clause 9 

repeats that language. Clause 12 is also consistent with the Court of Appeal's construction, 

referring to "mi11i11g of the MBM ared': CA[SO], [1 01]. 

30.Fi11ai!J, d1e occasions on which d1e term "MBM aJ?d' is used in d1e 1970 Agreement also show 

30 d1at the Court of Appeal's constmction is correct. The Court of Appeal's constmction 

follows if it be assumed d1at, contraty to paragraph 21 of d1ese submissions, MS[43] and [44] 

are correct and d1e phrase "te1Jlporary mm;es 4937H to 4946H inc/11sive a12d 4963H to 4967I-I 
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iHclusive" in cl2.2 is directed to both the areas of land subject to those temporary reserves and 

the associated rights held by Hanwright. Making that assumption does not alter the proper 

constmction of "MBM ared'. The land comprised in the "MBM ared' is fixed by reference to 

the area which, on 5 May 19705
, was delineated by the boundaries of d1ose temporary 

reserves and which was subject to the connected rights held by Hanwright. Whether defined 

by the boundaries of d1e enumerated temporary reserves or the rights attaching to those 

temporary rese1ves, the "MBM area" was d1e same on 5 May 1970 and completion. 

31. The meaning of d1e term "MBM mvd' was not intended to be ambulatoty after completion. 

The parties' objective intention to deflne d1eir respective rights and obligations by reference 

10 to an area fixed and ascertainable on 5 May 1970 (or completion of the acquisition under cl 

2.2) is demonstrated as each use of d1e defined term "MBM mvd'6 in the 1970 Agreement is 

in relation to events which could only occur at a point in time once mining had commenced. 

Before mining of any part of the "MBM ared' could occur d1e temporary rese1ves had to 

cease to exist because d1e rese1ves were incompatible wid1 mining: s.276. To the same effect, 

from completion (and before mining) Hanwright was to hold no rights to the "MBM mvd' 

and d1e extension in cl 1.4 referring to Hanwright's rights had no ongoing operation. If as 

MBM contends d1e meaning of "MBi\1 ared' was intended to vary over time, it makes no 

sense to defined d1e term by reference to tempora1y rese1ves and rights which would not 

exist at the only times at which d1e definition was engaged. The language used identifies the 

20 "MBM mvd' at d1e date of d1e contract, or completion. 

32.Surrounding Circumstances: the construction advanced by Hanwright and held correct in the 

Court of Appeal is also apparent from d1e surrounding circumstances known to the parties at 

5 May 1970. 

33.First, in the contracts pardy incorporated into and varied by d1e 1970 Agreement (d1e 1962 

Agreement and the 1968 Agreement respectively) Hanwright and companies in d1e 

Hamersley Group dealt on d1e basis d1at their respective rights and liabilities (including in 

relation to the royalty created by each contract) were deflned by reference to areas of land. 

34.The 1962 Agreement, in part, is incorporated into d1e 1970 Agreement: 1970 Agreement cl 

3.1. In the 1962 Agreement d1e parties treated d1eir rights and obligations as being in relation 

30 to areas of land: recital (g) defrning "the Temporary Resei7Je /aJid' to include d1e land subject to 

d1e temporary resetves identified in d1at agreement, cl 1. The royalty provided for in cl 9 (d1e 

s Or at the date of completion, which alternative is correct has no consequence. 
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conditions of which are incotporated into the 1970 Agreement) is payable on ore won from, 

i11ter alia, the "the Temporary Reserve la11d' which, by recital (g), is the area of land subject of the 

temporaty reserves referred to in schedule 2: recital (f). 

35.The royalty payable under the 1962 Agreement is also payable on ore won from the area 

marked blue on the attached map: cl 10, schedule 3. The obligation imposed on HI to pay a 

royalty was created by reference to areas of land not rights. That expanded right to a royalty is 

significant. As was agreed at trial (transcript page 352 lines 3 to 23; MBM's written 

submission which became MFI-2), in 1962 Hanwright held no rights over the area coloured 

blue on the map attached to the 1962 Agreement. The royalty payable under cl 9 of the 1962 

1 0 Agreement was payable on ore won from the area coloured blue although Hanwright never 

held rights over d1at area. 

36.Contraty to MS[38], [76]-[82], d1e 1962 Agreement is not consistent with MBM's constmction. 

In the 1962 Agreement the royalty - d1e conditions of which are incorporated into d1e 1970 

Agreement - was payable by reference to the identified areas irrespective of any rights 

attaching to d1e areas. Absent clear language in d1e 1970 Agreement, it is wrong to attribute 

to d1e parties an objective intention to change d1e basis on which d1ey dealt. That MBM's 

constmction is erroneous is reinforced as, in point of fact, Hamersley's Mount Tom Price 

mine is in the area marked blue on the 1962 Agreement map and, by 5 May 1970, Hamersley 

was paying a royalty on ore won from Mount Tom Price: transcript page 352 lines 3 to 23; 

20 MFI-2. That surrounding circumstance tells against d1e parties intending that Hanwright's 

right to a royalty be limited to those areas over which it had held rights of occupancy and 

which continued to be subject of rights derived from d1ose t-ights of occupancy. 

37.That Hanwright and MBM intended d1e obligation to pay a royalty to be referrable to ore won 

from the area of land defined by the boundaries of d1e enumerated temporary rese1-ves is 

further demonstrated by cl 19 and cl 24(iii) of d1e 1962 Agreement. Those clauses are 

conditions on d1e royalty, and consequendy inc01porated into the 1970 Agreement. Each 

refers to successors or assigns of, or persons deriving tide through or under, HI to areas of 

land. Those clauses do not refer only to successors or assigns of, or persons deriving tide 

through or under to, rights or derivative rights: CA[102]. The incorporation of d1ose terms 

30 without amendment shows an objective intention d>at the basis of d1e obligation, ore won 

from d1e desCl'ibed areas, be consistent in the 1962 Agreement and the 1970 Agreement. 

6 Other than where it is defined in cl 2.2. 
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38.Secolld, the 1968 Agreement is referred to in cl 1.2 of the 1970 Agreement. By the 1970 

Agreement HI relinquished the rights created by the 1968 Agreement: cl 2.1. The 1968 

Agreement created rights and obligations (inclucling a royalty) by reference to "blocks aud 

pmpotie.f' which were identified temporaty reserves: opening paragraph of the "P!?amb/e", 

definition of "Mount Bmce Resen;e.f' at d1e end of the "Preamble'', Part I cl 3, Part II cl A.5. 

Those of d1e rights and obligations created by the 1968 Agreement which remained 

executory on 5 May 1970 (Part I was wholly executed by 5 May 1970) were in effect 

rescinded or relinquished by cl 2.1 of the 1970 Agreement. In d1at circumstance, absent clear 

language to d1e contraty, objectively the parties intended to continue dealing on the basis of 

1 0 areas defined by d1e boundaries of the enumerated temporary resetves. 

39.Third, d1e rights which Hanwright held on 5 May 1970 either were not transferrable (the rights 

of occupancy) or, to achieve the object of d1e 1970 Agreement, could not or may not have 

been transferred to MBM (the rights created by d1e 1968 Hanwright State Agreement). 

Further, on 5 May 1970 Hanwright did not have any right to tnine, a right necessaty to 

engage cl 3.1 of the 1970 Agreement. Achieving d1e object of d1e 1970 Agreement, MBM 

winning ore to the benefit of MBM and Hanwright, in d1e context of d1e Mi11iug Act 1904 did 

not involve a continuous unintenupted chain of changing rights. Necessarily at least two 

surrenders (or equivalent) and grants were required. As both d1e commonly known historical 

facts and the Mi11i11g Act 1904 demonstrate, a grant did not necessarily follow immediately 

20 from a surrender (or expity), nor is one tnineral tenement necessarily derived from another 

tenement. 

40.Cotnmercial Object: the apparent commercial object of the 1970 Agreement is given effect to 

by d1e Court of Appeal's construction. 

41.The commercial object of the 1970 Agreement was for Hamvright, in effect, to transfer to 

MBM all its interest in d1e areas or blocks defined as d1e "MBM ared' so as to allow MBM to 

explore and subsequently tnine those areas. The consideration which MBM agreed to pay was 

substantially tl1e royalty on ore won (a) by "MBM' (b) from the "MBM ared'. That aligned 

Hanwright's and MBM's interests: greater the quantity of ore won from tl1e "MBivf m•d' by 

"1\lffiM' greater tl1e income to JYIBM and greater d1e royalty payable to Hanwright. In that 

30 context it is inlprobable that the parties intended that MBM could by choice vaty the "MBl\1. 

area'). 
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42.0nce MBM had the right to explore and subsequently exploit the areas ofland referred to, it 

was in MBM's control to determine (subject to regulation or limitation by the State, the 

extent of which was uncertain) where it would explore for ore and from where it would 

attempt to win ore. The commercial sense of the q11id pro q11o of sale, in the sense described, 

of Hanwright's interest in and rights to tl1e "MBM at~d' was that, if the two conditions in cl 

3.1 were met, tl1e royalty was payable. As the Court of Appeal correctly held (CA[52]-[53], 

also TJ[1 06]-[107]) having transferred its interest or rights in relation to the area subject of the 

enumerated temporaty rese1ves it made commercial sense for Hanwright to obtain a royalty 

on ore won from any part of that area by "MBM' (contrary to MS[48]). 

10 43.Similarly it is objectively unlikely that tl1e parties intended that Hanwright's rights to the 

royalty could be defeated by a gap between surrender of rights over an area and grant of a 

new bundle of rights; which is tl1e consequence of MBM's construction. Periods in which 

tl1ere was a gap between exploration or mining rights could occur tltrough mistake, delay by 

the State or deliberate decision (whether directed to Hanwright's rights or to otl1er 

commercial object): CA[53]. The bargained for right to payment of a royalty was not 

objectively intended to be subject to contingencies of that type. Contrary to MBM's 

submission (1v1S[70]), tl1e risk of another party obtaining a tenement is no reason to disregard 

that reasoning. First, if there was a real risk, tl1at risk does not engage with mistake, delay by 

the State or a calculated assessment of risk by MBM in making commercial decisions. S ecotzd, 

20 there is little evidence to support a proposition tl1at tl1e parties lmew, on 5 May 1970, that 

there was a real risk of a company outside tl1e Hamersley Group applying for a tenement 

over any part of tl1e relevant temporaty resetves. Prior to May 1970 rights of occupancy, held 

by tl1e Hamersley Group and Hanwright, had expired witl1out another person obtaining an 

exploration or mining tenement over tl1ose areas. That evidence does not support lVIBM's 

submissions that tl1ere was significant risk, !mown as at May 1970, of anotl1er person 

obtaining rights to explore or mine the areas. 

44.The Court of Appeal was correct to hold tl1at a period between MBM holding tenements over 

tl1e land, a gap between mineral tenements, did not alter the "MBM ared'. 

45.MBM's argument also involves a sophisticated constmct limiting MBM's obligations (but not 

30 Hanwright's obligations) to an ambulat01y bundle of rights. That construction attributes to 

tl1e parties tl1e objective intention tl1at their rights and correlative obligations be determined 

by reference to rights transferred (in tl1e inaccurate sense described) and rights derived from 
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those rights. That involves atttibuting to the parties an intention to (a) deal in juridical 

concepts, albeit from an incorrect premise that the rights were to be ttansferred and could 

result in derivative rights and (b) import the concept of rights derived from other rights. The 

Court of Appeal was correct to hold that these commercial parties did not regulate their 

rights and obligations by reference to that imprecise and unexpressed constmct. 

46.Finally, MBM's argument as to the co1mnercial operation of the 1970 Agreement is based on 

the erroneous premise that MBM was known to be necessarily limited to a 300 square mile 

mineral lease: see paragraph 9 above. That error informs MBM's subsequent submission 

(MS[51]) d1at, on the Court of Appeal's consttuction, Hanwright receives "sometbing ... for 

1 0 11otbing'. That is wrong. Hanwright is en tided to the royalty as consideration for, in effect, 

ttansferring exploration rights to MBM over the whole d1e area which, in May 1970, was 

subject of "temporary t~serJJes 4937H to 4946I-I inclusive and 4963H to 4967H inclusive". For d1e 

reasons identified it made good co1mnercial sense for the parties to agree that Hanwright be 

paid a royalty on all ore won by lvffiM from d1e area the subject of the rights of occupancy 

when ttansferred. 

The term defined 

47.MBM is critical of the Court of Appeal's reliance on the term defined, "MBM ared', as an aid 

to constmction: MS[65]-[68]. The Court of Appeal's reasons are consistent with d1e judgment 

of the House of Lords in Cbartbrook Limited v Persimmons Homes Limited [2009] UKHL 38 

20 [2009]1 AC 1101 at [17] per Lord Hoffmann (also at [94] per Lord Walker of Gestingthorpe) 

and d1e Austtalian aud10rities referred to CA[39]. MBM's criticism of d1e Court of Appeal's 

reasoning is not of significance to d1e outcome of d1e appeal as the term defined is one only 

of the grammatical indicia of d1e proper constmction of d1e 1970 Agreement. Nonetheless, it 

should be held d1at the Court of Appeal was correct to regard d1e term defined as informing 

d1e proper constmction of the 1970 Agreement. 

48.First, there is logical force to d1e proposition d1at parties to a conttact usually choose a label 

which is a distillation of d1e meaning or purpose of the concept defined: Cbat1brook at [17]. 

Irrespective of whether that reasoning is applicable to drafting of legislation, expressed (as it 

was by Lord Hoffmann) subject to d1e condition "ustta!!Jl' the reasoning in Cbattbrook is 

30 correct in d1e context of a commercial conttact. Second, MBM's argument has the unlikely 

consequence d1at, conttary to d1e usualmle that words in a conttact are to be consuued in 

d1e context of d1e clause and the conttact as a whole, d1e word or term defined must be 
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ignored in construing d1e meaning of d1at word or term: Segeio?J v Emst & Services Pty Limited 

[2015] NSWCA 156 at [86]-[87] per Gleeson JA, Meagher and Leeming JJA agreeing. A rule 

to d1at effect is wrong, and too absolute. Third, consttuing ilie definition by reference to ilie 

term defined may sometimes involve circular reasoning: as in Owners of the Ship "Shitz Kobe 

Mant"vEmpire Shippi11g Co Itzc (1994) 181 CLR 404 at 419). Accepting iliat risk, often reliance 

on ilie term defmed will not be circular, particularly if d1e term defined is relied on to resolve 

rather ilian identify ambiguity. 

49.That ilie parties to d1e 1970 Agreement defined ilie term "MBM ared' (and "Hamvtight ared') 

shows an objective intention d1at ilie parties were directing attention to areas of land defmed 

1 0 by ilie existing temporaty reserves and not to an ambulatoty bundle of rights. The area is ilie 

areas the subject of d1e enumerated temporaty reserves. The Court of Appeal was correct to 

hold d1at d1e term defined supported the pti1!1a facie meaning of ilie language used, and was 

inconsistent wid1 d1e consttuction advanced by MBM: CA[47], [103]. 

MBM's furilier arguments 

50.Most of MBM's submissions have already been addressed. 

51.MBM's submissions are critical of d1e Court of Appeal for not considering iliat the subject of 

d1e 1970 Agreement included Hanwright's rights under the 1967 Hanwright State Agreement: 

MS[35]. That criticism is misplaced. The Court of Appeal referred to d1e rights created by 

1967 Hanwright State Agreement (CA[10], [12] per Macfarlan JA; [88]-[89] per Meagher JA) 

20 and, in analysing d1e effect of cl1.4 and cl2.2 of ilie 1970 Agreement, reasoned by reference 

to Hanwright's rights wiiliout relevant limitation (CA[44]-[46] per Macfarlan JA, [91], [97]

[1 00] per Meagher JA). The Court of Appeal reasoned iliat d1e rights acquired by MBM were 

iliose over or in respect of ilie "MBM at~d'. It was correct to do so. 

52.lYIBM's submission (MS[53]-[55]) d1at the use of d1e word "Royaltj' in cl 3.1 of d1e 1970 

Agreement is inconsistent wid1 d1e Court of Appeal's construction was correcdy rejected by 

ilie Court of Appeal: CA[48]. First, as ilie Court of Appeal held, to describe d1e payments due 

to Han wright as a royalty is apt as a matter of co11111lon use of language. S eco11d, as a right to 

tnine could only be granted by the State and not by I-Ianwright, ilie definition advanced by 

MBM is necessarily inapposite. On no view is MBM's definition apt as I-Ianwright did not 

30 grant a right to tnine to MBM. Third, in cl 3.1 of d1e 1970 Agreement ilie parties equated d1e 

"Royaltj' wid1 d1e obligation imposed by d1e 1962 Agreement on HI to pay a percentage of 

d1e sale price of ore to I-Ianwright. As already described, d1at obligation related to ore won 
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from areas over which Hanwright never held any rights, and over which Hanwtight conferred 

no rights on MBM. The parties did not use the word "Royaltj' in the limited way advanced by 

MBM. 

Conclusion 

53.For the reasons identified the Court of Appeal was correct in relation to the issue the subject 

of i\>IBM's appeal, the proper construction of "MBM at"d'. MBM's appeal should be 

dismissed with costs. 

54.As WPPL identifies in its submissions, if that is wrong but WPPL and HPPL succeed in S1 02 

of 2015 (the "thro11gb or ll!lder' issue) the orders for which MBM contends do not follow 

10 because of the "exte11sions of ot" bodid' issue: CA[34], [35] and [84]. HPPL adopts WPPL's 

submissions on the form of orders in that contingency. 

20 

Part VIII: Time Estimate 

55.It is anticipated d1at counsel for WPPL will present the large part of d1e argument on dus 

appeal. On that basis HPPL estimates d1at it will require 20 tllinutes for d1e presentation of 

its argmnent in dus appeal. 

Dated: 10 July 2015 

jcg@7d1floor.com.au 

Tel: 02 9231 4121 

Fax: 02 9221 5386 
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Schedule 

Iron Ore (Hamersley Range) State Agreement Act 1968 (W A) 

First Schedule cl 6(2)(a) 

Obligations rif the State- Rights rif Occttpancy 
6(1) The State shall forthwid1 (subject to the surrender of the rights of occupancy as referred to 

in clause 4(2) of the agreement secondly referred to in the First Schedule hereto) cause to 

be granted to d1e Company and to the Company alone rights of occupancy for the 

1 0 purposes of this Agreement (including the sole right to search and prospect for iron ore) 

over the whole of d1e mining areas under Section 27 6 of d1e lvlining Act at a rental at the 

rate of eight dollars ($8) per square mile per annum payable quarterly in advance for the 

period expiring on 31st December, 1968, and shall then and thereafter subject to the 

continuance of this Agreement cause to be granted to the Company as may be necessaty 

successive renewals of such last-mentioned rights of occupancy (each renewal for a period 

of twelve months at the same rental and on the same terms) the last of which renewals 

shall notwithstanding its currency expire -

(i) on the date of grant of a mineral lease to the Company under sub-clause (2) hereof; 

20 (ri) on the expiration of five years from d1e date hereof; or 

30 

(ill) on the determination of this Agreement pursuant to its terms; 

whichever shall first happen. 

(2) The State shall as soon as conveniendy may be after all the proposals required to be 

submitted by the Company pursuant to clause 4(1) hereof have been approved or 

determined pursuant to clause 5 hereof-

Mitzera! lease 

(a) after application is made by d1e Company for a mineral lease of any part or parts (not 

exceeding in total area fifty (50) square miles and in the shape of a rectangular 

parallelogram or parallelograms or as near d1ereto as is practicable) of the mining areas in 

conformity with d1e Company's detailed proposals under clause 4 hereof as finally 

approved or determined cause any necessaty smvey to be made of the land so applied for 

(d1e cost of which survey to the State \vill be recouped or repaid to d1e State by d1e 

Company on demand after completion of the smvey) and shall cause to be granted to the 

Company a mineral lease of d1e land so applied for (notwithstanding the survey in respect 

d1ereof has not been completed but subject to such corrections as may be necessary to 

accord with the smvey when completed) for iron ore in the form of d1e Second Schedule 

hereto for a term which subject to d1e payment of rents and royalties hereinafter 
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10 

mentioned and to the performance and observance by the Company of its obligations 

under the mineral lease and otherwise under this Agreement shall be for a period of 

twenty-one (21) years commencing from the date of application by the Company therefor 

with rights to successive renewals of twenty-one (21) years upon the same terms and 

conditions but subject to earlier determination upon the cessation or determination of this 

Agreement PROVIDED HOWEVER that the Company may from time to time (without 
abatement of any rent then paid or payable in advance) surrender to the State any portion 

or portions (of reasonable size and shape) of the mineral lease; 

Iron Ore (Mount Bruce Agreement) Act 1972 (W A) 

First Schedule cl 4 

Obligatio11 of State Rights ojOccupa11cy 

4(1) The State shall forthwith (subject to the surrender of the rights of occupancy as referred to 

in sub-clause (2) of clause 2 of the Agreement firstly referred to in the First Schedule 

hereto) cause to be granted to the Company and to tl1e Company alone rights of occupancy 

for the purposes of tlus Agreement (including tl1e sole right to search and prospect for iron 

20 ore) over the whole of tl1e 1illning areas under Section 276 of the l'vlining Act at a rental at a 

rate of eight dollars ($8) per square mile per annum payable quarterly in advance for tl1e 

period expiring on the 31st day of December, 1972, and shall then and thereafter subject to 

tl1e continuance of tlus Agreement cause to be granted to the Company as may be 

necessary successive renewals of such last mentioned rights of occupancy (each renewal for 

a period of twelve (12) montl1s at the same rental and on the same terms) tl1e last ofwluch 

renewals shall notwithstanding its currency expire -

30 

(i) on tl1e date of grant of a 111inerallease to the Company under subclause (2) of 

dUs clause; o:r 

(ii) on tl1e determination of this Agreement pursuant to its terms whichever shall 

first happen. 

Mi11era//ease 

(2) The Company may at any time after the grant to it of the said rights of occupancy and 

before the end of year 2 apply for a mineral lease of any part or parts (not exceeding in 

total area three hundred (300) square miles and in tl1e shape of a rectangular parallelogram 

or rectangular parallelograms or as near thereto as is practicable) of tl1e mining areas and 

tl1ereupon tl1e State shall cause any necessary survey to be made of tl1e land so applied for 

(tl1e cost of which survey to tl1e State will be recouped or repaid to tl1e State by the 

Company on demand after completion of tl1e smvey) and shall cause to be granted to the 
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Company a mineral lease of d1e land so applied for (notwiilistanding d1e smvey in respect 

iliereof has not been completed but subject to such corrections as may be necessary to 

accord wid1 ilie smvey when completed) for iron ore in ilie form of ilie Second Schedule 

hereto for a term which subject to ilie payment of rents and royalties hereinafter 

mentioned and to ilie performance and obse1vance by ilie Company of its obligations 

under ilie mineral lease and oilierwise under this Agreement shall be for a period of 

twenty-one (21) years d1erefor wid1 rights to successive renewals of twenty-one (21) years 

upon ilie same terms and conditions but subject to earlier determination upon d1e 

cessation or determination of this Agreement PROVIDED HOWEVER iliat d1e 

Company may from time to time (wid1out abatement of any rent ilien paid or payable in 

advance) surrender to d1e State any portion or portions (of reasonable size and shape) of 

ilie mineral lease. 
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